Overview

A communication device for adults that is SIMPLE TO USE and EASY TO ACCESS, even as motor abilities change.

Essence™|PRO is PRC's most advanced AAC device and Windows® XP-based computer in one -- fast processing speed and plenty of computing power for greater communication results. “One touch” transition from computing to speech output.

A dedicated version of Essence|PRO without the computer capabilities is also available to meet Medicare/Medicaid funding requirements.

With its large 14.1" XGA TFT display, larger keys make access easier for those with visual or motor challenges.

Features

Standard Dedicated Device Configuration

Dedicated device meets Medicare/Medicaid funding requirements.

Includes:

- Three USB 2.0 ports and one USB Mini-B
- USB keyboard and mouse
- IR capabilities and environmental controls
- Mounting plate (use with QRM-2)
- Two-position table-top stand
- Access Methods: Touch-screen, on-screen keyboard, keyboard and mouse, visual and auditory scanning, 1-, 2-, or multi-switch pointer
- Environmental controls
- "One touch" transition from software programs to speech
- "Quick Start” guide and “Easy Start” manual in the box; Tutorial on DVD
- Battery Charger
- Standard Two-Year Warranty
- Built-in WiFi capabilities NOTE: In order to use the Internet, you must have access to a local WiFi network or a cable to connect to a local area network (LAN). Unless you have purchased the built-in WiFi option, you will need a third-party WiFi card to access wireless internet.

PLEASE NOTE: PRC is not responsible for the setting up of wireless or other networks.
Integrated Device Configuration

By selecting this Integrated version, the system allows you to switch between communication and computer features.

Includes:

- Windows XP® Home Edition
- All Standard Dedicated Configuration features shown above
- CD RW/DVD-ROM combo drive
- 60GB solid-state drive for powerful computing
- Ethernet Jack

IMPORTANT NOTE ABOUT INTERNET ACCESS: You need a network adapter to use the Internet with Essence|PRO.

Essence|PRO with ECOpoint Configuration

Includes Essence|PRO Standard Configuration plus the ECOpoint eye-gaze system.

- Built-in player allows user to import WAV files and play MP3/WMA files in stereo
- Auditory prompts to aid individuals with visual impairments
- Integrated device includes full features of a Windows XP-based device including menu-driven programs and the ability to run software programs right off the store shelf
- PRC Application and Support Software (PASS™)
- Infrared environmental control functions control common IR devices, i.e., lights and TV/DVD players
- Integrated Bluetooth® connectivity
- Essence|PRO allows vocabulary program to serve as the user's onscreen keyboard for accessing personal computing software
- Access methods include, direct selection; single- or dual-switch scanning; USB connectivity allows use of head-pointing systems, mouse, USB joystick and mouse emulation access products.
- Integrated headpointing system utilizes Madentec’s Tracker One technology.
- Voices
  - AT&T Natural Voices
  - Acapela transforms text into speech;
  - Fonix-DECTalk Text-to-Speech
  - RealSpeak Text-to-Speech

Specifications

Device Specifications

- Weight: 6 lbs. 13 oz. with single changeable battery
- Dimensions: 13.2"w x 11.2"h x 2.9"d
- Average Battery Run Time: Lithium Ion, up to 8 hours
- LCD Screen Size: 14.1"
- LCD Screen Resolution: 1024 x 768
- Touch-screen Sensitivity: Finger and stylus
- 1GB RAM and 1.6 GHz Intel® Atom™ processor for fast performance
- 60GB solid state drive for powerful computing
- Digitized Speech Record Time: 660K/minute
- Language Activity Monitor (LAM)
Available Options:

Extended Warranty:
- Platinum - 1 Year (+$912.00)
- Platinum - 2 Year (+$1,584.00)
- Platinum - 3 Year (+$2,133.00)
- Platinum - 4 Year (+$2,604.00)
- Gold - 1 Year (+$696.00)
- Gold - 2 Year (+$1,224.00)
- Gold - 3 Year (+$1,629.00)
- Gold - 4 Year (+$1,992.00)

Color:
- Midnight Black
- Berry Blue
- Oyster Gray

Integrated Headpointing: Add Integrated Headpointing (+$895.00)

ECOpoint: Add ECOpoint (+$7,250.00)

Device Version:
- Integrated (Includes Windows XP)
- Dedicated (Does not have Windows XP)

Additional Bluetooth Interface: Add Additional Bluetooth(R) Module (+$200.00)

Wi-Fi Capability: Add Wi-Fi Capability (+$100.00)

2GB of RAM (Memory): Add 2GB of RAM (Memory) (+$475.00)